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Foreword from the Author

Authors see again their words.

The method and the poets of Sonnets and the Portuguese this explain the mind of the mine. I made the examination of my older work, and translated it in Babelfish using itself Portuguese. I translated it in the English thence thus another one one hour in the Portuguese for ahead, in the returned text the same way when translated another one in one or felt.

The result is the poetry that makes the blood to function the cold and the useless head in one stew.

- Anselm Dovetonsils
- Battle Mountain & Sao Paolo
The polishers of publications of
the mine of mortality of heart
when I above behold an airplane
in the sky. It was thus September
in twelfth; It is thus October in
twelfth; thus it is when we all die.
The dog comes in the small feet of the cat.
IF YOU TO ASK FOR MY NAME THEN THAT YOU ARE ASKING FOR FOR THE PROBLEM BECAUSE THE PROBLEM IS MY NAME

My average name.
THE SONG OF THE TORCH

Started a light?
ALL THE BOY ARRESTED IN THE COOLANT EATS POSSESSES

Of come the little light under the sun. Wuddaya of and knows!
Little light? It leaves!
In MY POETICS --

one limited more inside the low point of the table of this of the hold of Texas two one hundred dollars of four one hundred dollar up limit
EJACULAÇÕES INSOMNIAC
(in the contribution with my pulse of the digital detonation)

Oh:h
Ih:h
Zh:h
Eh:h
hh:h
Sh:h
gh:h
Lh:h
Bh:h
6h:h
SELF-RETRATO-RETRATO

1. Smallness Of Seven Ages,

Devotion. Naiveness de Dollmost.
Moistness de Loveland.
Old Moistness of navel.
Old Valentines of moss.
Old Solemnness of the vita.
Saltiness of the mold of the oven.
2. Sins of the parents

the devotions of vende of the man.
The son you attend a course charming more, dons novelties of it slam it.
3. Video Smallness of NYTBR not!

Meals?
Assent of novelists.
Vendidos of novelists? Amen!
Of novelists repairing also.
4. Malt of vocation dissolves the neon.

The lemon dissolves tan.
5. Dams of Sagacity Perca insolvent.

Males insolvent of sod.
6. Medallion of epitaph of vestment of the son exhales moodiness all and the majority of loveliness.
7. Envoi

It venderam of the pickup.
Trucks the limestone.
UNTITLED.

Red of the blood.
Orange of the blood.
AFTER THE DOCTOR COUNTS

Miser of the data of the men is difficult to start nominations of HMOs however each day for the lack of what it is found there.
OF THE AMERICAN CITY IN ADVANCE TRIVET

For The Sun Of The Bay *
Cloud * Golden Door
Transamerica * Heart * Boat Of
The Tow * Car De Cabo Of The
Mist * Sailboat
So Big
Wench Great
Great Wench
Of so tall.
ABUNDANT CRYSTAL

Simile:
The god likes it voc?
THE CUT OF THE FOOD

1: For the thought

1/2 PONDER the CHEESE, LETTUCE, TOMATOE, ONION 1/4
PONDER the CHEESE, LETTUCE, TOMATOE, ONION

2: DONE Mamories

ENTIRE ENZYME of MILK - Of LAST SALT
3: Un-being; or, the instinct of death

ONGO URGER

4: Bouquet De Burritos

the MAIZE OR the FLOWER Of The Benny
DECISION OF THE JOY

– dedicated to the memory of Ian Curtis

It jumps the rope or it jumps the rope?
AMOS AND OTIS

– After Catullus, since that it
died in 54 BC

They fight! Bitten E!
Bite and and fights and fight!
The Otis and the samples of the
Amos!
RECOLLECTIONS OF THE ROCK OF THE ROLLING

Thus empty.

Thus green.
NORTH (A MEDITATION)

NOISE OF QUIET HUSH
DOWN-PUT
FOR INSIDE
MY WORKSHOP, WITH
GRATITUDE AND AFFECTION

I did not see the minds best of
my generation
HIGHBALL

My Cora?
As this fly
in this cube
of the ice
in this drink
FINAL SAMPLES OF THE PICTURE

Marquees had left in five hours.
BONUS POEM!

Advice to the student of the Informatica of the God

No main permission of the admission of the electrician.
THE EXTREMITY
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

We report, you decide.